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Abstract—This paper presents two techniques to reduce power
consumption in content-addressable memories (CAMs). The first
technique is to pipeline the search operation by breaking the
match-lines into several segments. Since most stored words fail to
match in their first segments, the search operation is discontinued
for subsequent segments, hence reducing power. The second technique is to broadcast small-swing search data on less capacitive
global search-lines, and only amplify this signal to full swing on a
shorter local search-line. As few match-line segments are active,
few local search-lines will be enabled, again saving power. We
have employed the proposed schemes in a 1024 144-bit ternary
CAM in 1.8-V 0.18- m CMOS, illustrating an overall power
reduction of 60% compared to a nonpipelined, nonhierarchical
architecture. The ternary CAM achieves a 7-ns search cycle time
at 2.89fJ/bit/search.
Index Terms—Associative memory, content-addressable
memory (CAM), hardware lookup, hierarchical search-lines, high
speed, low power, neural network, pattern matching, pipelined hierarchical search scheme, pipelined match-lines, string matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONTENT-ADDRESSABLE memories (CAMs) compare
search data against a table of stored data and return the address of the matching data. This CAM search function operates
much faster than its counterpart in software, and thus CAMs are
replacing software in search intensive applications such as address lookup in Internet routers, data compression, and database
acceleration [1], [2].
One of the key design challenges of today’s high-capacity
CAMs is reducing power consumption. The high power consumption of CAMs is due to the parallel nature of the CAM
search operation in which a large amount of circuitry is active
on every cycle. Since the power consumption of CAMs is proportional to the CAM memory size, CAM power consumption
is increasing as applications require larger CAM sizes.
Two main components of power consumption in CAM are
the match-line power consumption and the search-line power
consumption. Previous efforts in reducing CAM power consumption have focused on reducing match-line power by directly reducing the voltage swing on the match-lines [3], or by
using current-based techniques to indirectly reduce the matchline voltage swing [4], [5]. The selective precharge technique
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Fig. 1. Simplified conventional (nonpipelined nonhierarchical) CAM architecture. Four match-lines are shown (corresponding to four entries in the CAM)
with four bits per match-line.

reduces match-line power consumption by breaking the search
into two segments and observing that the second segment is
rarely activated [6]. Despite the recent progress, power consumption in CAM is still high in comparison with RAM of
similar size. This paper proposes reducing match-line power by
pipelining the match-lines and reducing search-line power by
using a hierarchical search-line scheme. The combined effect
of these techniques is a power reduction of 60% over the conventional architecture. In the remainder of this section, we review the basic operation of CAM and provide an overview of
our proposed CAM architecture. Section II provides details of
the pipelined match-line technique and Section III provides details of the hierarchical search-line technique. Section IV describes a testchip architecture that implements the proposed architecture. Section V presents simulation results of the testchip
functionality and performance which are confirmed by preliminary measurements of the fabricated chip. Finally, we discuss
the implications and tradeoffs of the proposed architecture in
Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a simplified conventional
(nonpipelined nonhierarchical) CAM architecture. The CAM
has four horizontal words (CAM entries) and four bits per entry.
The CAM compares the search data (i.e., 1001 in the figure) to
all the entries in the CAM, and identifies the words that match.
The CAM search operation begins with reseting all the vertical search-lines (SLs) to ground and reseting the horizontal
. The precharge of the SLs prevents
match-lines (MLs) to
wasting of direct-path current during the subsequent precharge
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of the MLs. The precharge of the MLs to
puts them all temporarily in the match state. When the search operation is complete, the match-lines that remain in the match state will identify
the words that match the search data.
After the ML precharge, the search-line registers drive the
. Then each
search data onto the differential search-lines
CAM cell compares its stored bit against the corresponding
search bit on the SLs. The inset of Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic
of a NOR-based CAM cell. The cell consists of a memory cell,
M, which is a six-transistor SRAM cell in this work, and four
compare transistors arranged in two pulldown paths between ML
and ground. In the cell, a mismatch (or miss for short) between
SL and D results in a series path from the ML to ground. On the
other hand, a match between SL and D results in no path from
ML to ground. The pulldown paths of the individual CAM cells
combine on the ML like a dynamic NOR to form either a path to
ground (in the case of any miss in the word) or no path to ground
(in the case of a full match). In other words, any single miss in any
of the cells of a word creates a path to ground that discharges the
ML (indicating a miss). Conversely, if all bits of a word match,
then the ML remains precharged high (indicating a match). In the
example of Fig. 1, the search data, 1001, matches the uppermost
remains high
word in the array. Hence, its associated ML
indicating a match, while all the other match-lines discharge
to ground, indicating misses. The match-line sense amplifiers
(MLSAs) are used to distinguish a match from a miss, often
using a threshold voltage as the reference.
As mentioned earlier, the two main sources of power consumption are the highly capacitive MLs and the highly capacitive SLs. The ML capacitance consists of the diffusion capacitance of the CAM cells (pulldown transistors) and the ML wire
capacitance. This ML capacitance is precharged and discharged
in every cycle, since almost all entries miss in the CAM for typical applications. The MLSA power also adds to the ML power
consumption and must be included in the overall power consumption of the ML. The SL capacitance is due to the gate capacitance of the compare transistors in the CAM cells (pulldown
transistors) and the SL wire capacitance. In conventional search
schemes, the SLs are precharged low to ensure there is no path
to ground from any ML during ML precharge and thus there is
or
of the CAM
no direct-path current through
cell. After the ML precharge, the SLs are activated according to
transitions twice in
the search data. As a result, either SL or
one clock cycle, while the other one remains at ground. Similarly, every ML transitions twice in every clock cycle. It is this
frequent transition of the SLs and MLs that are the main source
of power consumption in CAMs. With our proposed architecture
and search scheme, we address this power consumption problem
by effectively reducing the amount of capacitance that transitions on each cycle.
Fig. 2 depicts our proposed CAM architecture with pipelined
match-lines and hierarchical search-lines [7]. The match-lines
are divided into two pipeline segments, each segment with its
own MLSA to decide if there is a match and its own pipeline
flip-flop to store the outcome of the match operation for the
segment. Segmenting the match-lines saves power because most
words will miss in the first segment, eliminating the need to
activate the subsequent segments.
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Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the proposed CAM with pipelined matchlines and hierarchical search-lines. The match-lines are divided into two
segments. The search-lines are divided into GSL (low swing) and LSL (full
swing).

To save search-line power, one would ideally use low-swing
signaling on the SLs. For example, one could limit the SL swing
, where
is the threshold voltage of an
to
is a small incremental voltage above
NMOS transistor and
the threshold. This would reduce the SL energy consumption to
(
is the SL capacitance) from the original
when
is applied to SL. The price of this reduction in power is a major reduction in match-line speed, caused
by a lower gate over-drive voltage on the compare transistors.
To mitigate this problem, we propose the two-level search-line
hierarchy of Fig. 2. The global search-lines (GSLs) drive the full
height of the CAM and feed into the local search-lines (LSLs)
which drive only a subset of CAM cells (only a single cell in
this simplified figure). Low-swing signals drive the GSLs and
local low-swing receivers amplify the GSL signal to the corresponding LSL. However, only LSL receivers feeding an active
ML segment are enabled. LSLs feeding an inactive ML segment
are disabled. In a large CAM block, many match-line segments
are inactive leading to savings in search-line power.
II. PIPELINED MATCH-LINES
Fig. 3 compares the nonpipelined ML architecture and the
proposed pipelined ML architecture. Both the single-stage
architecture and the pipeline architecture use a current-based
MLSA [4]. In this ML sensing scheme, the match-line is
precharged low and a current is forced into the ML. MLs in
the miss state discharge the current to ground and thus there is
little increase in the ML voltage. MLs in the match state collect
charge and the ML voltage increases. The NMOS transistor
turns on only for MLs in the match state, which in turn
flips the state of the ensuing half-latch, indicating a match.
The ML is divided into five ML segments, each evaluated sequentially in a pipeline fashion. The left-most segment has 8 bits
while the other four segments have 34 bits each, for a total of 144
bits (a typical word width used for IPv6 address lookup). The
current is divided
MLSA current source that provides the
among the five segments in proportion to the number of bits in
each segment. This is to guarantee identical speed in all ML
segments and to allow a fair comparison with the nonpipelined
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Fig. 5. Example of the ML activity for a typical search operation. The thick
lines represent active ML segments consuming power and the dotted lines
represent inactive ML segments that consume no power.

Fig. 3. Pipelined match-line architecture compared to the nonpipelined
architecture. The match-lines are broken into five match-line segments. Each
segment uses a current-based MLSA [4]. A segment is activated only if all
previous segments have been matched.

sensing circuitry of the fourth and fifth segments are not activated, hence saving power.
There is a power overhead incurred by the addition of flipflops in each ML segment as well as by the repetition of circuitry in the MLSAs that cannot be divided among the segments,
such as the half-latch. However, as we will see in Section V, this
power overhead is more than compensated by the power savings
due to shutting off match-line segments. Also, there is an area
overhead due to the additional circuitry. Section VI discusses
the impact of these overheads in more detail.
The key benefit of this architecture is that it exploits the same
effect as the selective precharge scheme [6] to reduce match-line
power consumption. In typical CAM applications, such as router
address look-up, only one or two words match and all other
words miss. Furthermore, most words will miss on the first few
bits. This fact is exploited in power reduction by allocating only
8 bits to the first segment so that the majority of words will
miss in this segment. The subsequent segments are larger (34
bits) to minimize the amount of duplicated sensing and pipeline
circuitry. This larger segment size has little impact on the matchline power consumption. Fig. 5 illustrates the ML activity of
this architecture for a typical search operation. The dotted lines
indicate the large proportion of ML segments that are inactive
and thus saving power.
III. HIERARCHICAL SEARCH-LINES

Fig. 4. Simulated waveforms in the pipelined match-line architecture for
(a) the full-match case consisting of a match in every stage, and (b) a miss case
where the third stage results in a miss and turns off the subsequent stages.

architecture. The pipelined ML operates from left to right, with
each ML segment acting as an enable signal for the MLSA of the
subsequent segment. Hence, only words that match a segment
proceed with the search in their subsequent segments. Words
that fail to match a segment do not search for their subsequent
segments and hence consume no power.
Fig. 4 depicts simulated signal waveforms of the ML segments in the pipelined ML scheme. Fig. 4(a) shows a full match
as indicated by the rising ML in every segment along with the
corresponding full-rail output of the MLSA. Fig. 4(b) shows an
example of a word that misses in the third stage as indicated
by the lack of an MLSA output pulse. In this example, the ML

Having pipelined the match-lines, the significant portion of
the power is now consumed by the highly capacitive searchlines. We address this problem by observing how the SLs are
activated in the pipelined ML architecture. As the match signals
traverse the pipeline stages from left to right, fewer ML segments survive the matching test and hence fewer ML segments
will be activated. However, the SLs must be activated for the
entire array at every stage of the pipeline, since the search-lines
must reach the surviving match-line segments. This excessive
power consumption is curtailed in our design by breaking the
search-lines into global and local search-lines (GSLs and LSLs),
with the GSLs using low-swing signaling and the LSLs using
full-swing signaling but with reduced capacitance. Also, by a
GSL not directly serving every single CAM cell on a searchline, the GSL capacitance is further reduced, resulting in extra
power savings.
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Fig. 6. Simplified schematic of the hierarchical search-line architecture. The
SLs are divided into GSL (low swing) and LSL (full swing). The match results of
the previous ML segments are ORed to decide whether to activate the low-swing
receivers that drive the LSL.

A simplified block diagram illustrating this concept is shown
in Fig. 6. Two local blocks are shown in detail in the diagram,
with each local block spanning the height of 64 match-lines.
In our 1024 144 bit architecture, each GSL feeds 16 LSLs.
The search data are broadcast on the GSLs using low-swing signaling. As we will see later in this section, low-swing receivers
on the GSLs translate a low-swing voltage of
V to a rail-to-rail signal of 1.8 V on the LSLs. Each receiver is
gated by a separate enable signal which is generated by ORing
the match results of the previous local block. Thus, a low-swing
receiver is enabled and the corresponding LSL is driven only
when at least one incoming match-line is active. In most cases,
no incoming match-line of a local block is active. As a result,
the receiver of that local block is not clocked, hence keeping the
corresponding LSL inactive, in turn saving power.
Fig. 7 shows a more detailed schematic of the hierarchical
search-line circuitry. The global clock latches on the negative
edge the logical OR of all the match results of the previous
block. This OR result determines whether the LSLs of the current block should be activated. The negative-edge triggered receiver clock is generated by NANDing the global clock with the
latched OR signal. There is a half-clock cycle timing margin between the latching of the OR signal and the arrival of the positive
edge of the global clock at the NAND gate. This timing margin
is sufficient to prevent any glitches on the receiver clock. To
prevent an early arrival of the low-swing GSL signal at the lowswing receiver, an inverter chain delays the latching of the SL
input. The clocking scheme of this architecture allows for incorporation of the hierarchical search-line scheme into a self-timed
CAM design [8].
To keep the power consumption of the GSL to a minimum,
small devices are used in the low-swing drivers. Although this
slows down driving the GSL, a full pipeline cycle is dedicated to
the low-swing driver. As this extra cycle operates concurrently
with the ML pipeline, it does not contribute to the overall system
latency. Fig. 8 shows a complete schematic of the hierarchical
search-line scheme including a full pipeline stage with two local
blocks.
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Fig. 7. Circuit operation of hierarchal search-line scheme. The global clock
synchronizes operation by generating the GSL clock and the gated receiver
clock.

Fig. 8. Complete schematic of the hierarchical search-line architecture. Lowswing global search-lines drive the full height of the CAM macro. Full-swing
local search-lines span the height of a local block. The clocked low-swing
receivers are enabled only when the previous local block has at least one match,
saving power.

Fig. 9 shows the schematic for a low-swing receiver [9] in
which
is an externally generated supply voltage. The
receiver is an edge triggered sense amplifier that compares the
low-swing GSL (feeding into the PMOS pair on the left) with
the reference inputs (feeding into the PMOS pair on the right).
and the
The right-most PMOS gate is connected to
other gate is connected to ground, effectively generating a total
.
output current corresponding to an input voltage of
Although this relationship is approximate, there is sufficient
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Fig. 9. Schematic of low-swing receiver [9]. The receiver amplifies the GSL
on the negative edge of the receiver clock. The receiver’s output is captured
by the NOR latch and driven rail-to-rail on the LSL. When the receiver is not
clocked, the latch holds the previous data on the LSL and thus consumes no
power.

voltage margin to ensure correct operation. The benefit of generating the reference in this manner is the elimination of the re. The
quirement of explicitly generating a voltage of
receiver resets when the clock is high and samples the input on
the negative edge. The sense amplifier output nodes and
are quiescent low and one of or pulse high on a data transition, feeding the following NOR latch. The combination of the
receiver and the NOR-latch behave as a negative edge-triggered
flip-flop. This flip-flop feeds the buffer that drives a rail-to-rail
output on the LSL.
To see how the hierarchical search-line architecture saves
power over the nonhierarchical architecture, we examine the
average energy consumption on each search-line transition (up
and down) in the nonhierarchical architecture:

Fig. 10. Testchip architecture designed for a 1.8 V 0.18 m CMOS process.
The MLs are divided into 5 segments; the first segment has 8 bits and
the subsequent segments have 34 bits. To allow for direct comparison of
power consumption, the second and third segments (in grey) implement
the hierarchical search-line architecture, and the fourth and fifth segments
implement the nonhierarchical search-line architecture.
TABLE I
CHIP CHARACTERISTICS

(1)
where
is the capacitance of a search-line and
is the
supply voltage. In the hierarchical scheme, the corresponding
power consumption is
(2)
is the capacitance of a global search-line, and
where
is the capacitance a local search-line. represents the number
of LSLs per GSL and is the activity factor of a local block. In
(discussed later in Section
our implementation,
is due to the extra OR gates, clocking circuitry,
VI).
and low-swing transmitter and receiver circuitry. For
(as implemented in our design) and a typical
%
, indicating a 63% search-line power reduction.
IV. TESTCHIP ARCHITECTURE
The proposed pipelined match-line and hierarchical searchline architecture has been targeted for a 1024 144-bit ternary
CAM macro, although due to limited silicon area, we have designed a 256 144-bit testchip for fabrication. The testchip is
implemented in a 1.8-V 0.18- m CMOS process without resorting to special devices. Fig. 10 shows the overall organization of the testchip. The 144-bit MLs are segmented such that
the first (left-most) segment has 8 bits and the subsequent segments each have 34 bits. The SLs are divided into 64-entry local
blocks. Only the second and third segments (in grey) implement
the hierarchical search-lines. The fourth and fifth segments use

nonhierarchical search-lines. This organization allows for direct
comparison of the power consumption of the hierarchical versus
the nonhierarchical search-lines.
Table I summarizes the features of the testchip, with a photomicrograph of the fabricated die shown in Fig. 11. Indicated
on the photo are an ML segment, a GSL, two LSLs, a local
block, and low-swing receivers. The peripheral test circuitry
consists of registers for shifting in the input data and shifting
out the match results.
V. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
This section presents simulation results of the functionality
and power consumption of the proposed CAM architecture
along with preliminary measurement results of the fabricated
testchip. The simulation results in this section include the
effect of parasitics extracted from layout. Timing is determined
by simulating all the subcircuits in HSPICE, and power consumptions are determined by simulating the complete CAM
macro netlist in Nanosim [10], a transistor-level simulator
capable of handling large netlists. In determining typical power
consumption, we have assumed that there is only one matching
location per search in the CAM that is populated with uniformly
distributed random data. The worst case power consumption
would occur when there are a large number of matches per
cycle. This is too rare to be considered in most CAM applications and thus is not simulated or measured in this work.
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Fig. 13. CAM search cycle energy consumption for the nonpipelined
nonhierarchical architecture, pipelined nonhierarchical architecture, and
pipelined hierarchical architecture. The energy consumptions are simulated for
1024 144 blocks in a 1.8-V 0.18-m CMOS process.

2

Fig. 11. Die photomicrograph of the testchip implemented in a 1.8-V 0.18-m
CMOS process.

Fig. 12. Signal waveforms for a full search cycle on a 34-bit segment. The
cycle time is dominated by the charging of the match-line segments.

Fig. 12 displays the simulated signal waveforms for a singlecycle search operation in a 34-bit segment of the CAM testchip.
The cycle begins by clocking the low-swing receiver (negative-edge triggered) to sense the current cycle’s GSL data and
by clocking the GSL flip-flop (top of Fig. 8) to activate the
next cycle’s GSL data. After the receiver drives the LSL, the
match-line sensing circuitry is activated. The match-line sensing
activation is controlled independently for testing purposes; however, in a production system, a replica LSL could be used to
activate the match-line sensing. The match-line sensing clock
initiates charging of the match-lines by their respective current sources. A replica match-line, programmed to hit on every
cycle, generates the shut-off signal for the current sources. Only
match-lines that have a match will pass the threshold voltage of
the NMOS transistor before shut-off, tripping the sense amplifier and indicating a match [4]. This scheme achieves a search
cycle time of 7 ns.
Fig. 13 compares the energy consumption of the proposed architecture with the nonpipelined nonhierarchical architecture in
units of fJ/bit/search, a common metric [11] for comparison of

CAM energy consumption. The energy consumptions are simulated for 1024 144 blocks in a 1.8-V 0.18- m CMOS process
with uniformly distributed data in the CAM. The power consumption of the nonpipelined nonhierarchical CAM architecture is 7.18 fJ/bit/search consisting of 3.64 fJ/bit/search ML energy consumption and 3.54 fJ/bit/search SL energy consumption. The addition of pipelined match-lines reduces the overall
energy consumption to 5.13 fJ/bit/search, consisting of an ML
energy consumption of 1.59 fJ/bit/search (a 56% reduction) and
no change in SL energy. Since most ML segments miss in the
first 8-bit stage (rarely activating the subsequent 136 bits), one
expects the ML energy consumption to be reduced by about
, or about 95%, compared to the nonpipelined architecture. The simulation results, however, indicate a 56% ML energy reduction. The difference is due to the overhead of clocking
the ML flip-flops and the repeated circuitry in the MLSAs of
each ML segment. Conventional master–slave flip-flops with
pass-transistor-based latches were used in our implementation
[12]. Replacing these flip-flops, with low-power flip-flops or
pulsed latches could further reduce the ML energy consumption.
Having pipelined the match-lines, the search-line activity
dominates the overall power consumption, as evident in the
second bar of Fig. 13. Adding hierarchy to the search-lines
reduces the energy consumption further to 2.89 fJ/bit/search,
consisting of SL energy consumption of 1.3 fJ/bit/search (a 63%
reduction) and an ML energy consumption of 1.59 fJ/bit/search.
Overall, the combination of pipelined match-lines and hierarchical search-lines reduces power consumption by 60%, from
7.18 fJ/bit/search to 2.89 fJ/bit/search.
As noted earlier, the hierarchical and nonhierarchical SLs
have separate power supplies that are indepedent of other
circuitry. These dedicated power supplies are used in the
preliminary measurement results that follow to measure the
power consumption of the two SL schemes. To measure the
nonhierarchal SL energy, we toggle the SLs on the testchip for
a number of transitions and determine the average SL energy
to be 3.94 fJ/bit/search. We simulate the extracted netlist of
the testchip with the same input vectors and obtain a simulated
value of 3.54 fJ/bit/search, which is about 10% below the
measured value. Unlike the nonhierarchical SLs, the energy of
the hierarchical SLs is a function of the number active local
blocks. To measure the energy per block, we create a set of test
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overhead to 6%. This area overhead is caused by the number of
low-swing receivers which is proportional to (the area overhead is negligible for the additional OR gates—implemented as
dynamic NORs–and clocking circuitry). Second, by choosing to
route the LSLs in Metal 2 and the GSLs in Metal 4, we reduce
(without affecting any other parameter in (2)).
B. Further Reduction in Power
The pipelined hierarchical search scheme presented in this
paper is flexible in that it does not depend on a specific MLSA
and ML sensing scheme. Furthermore, other techniques such as
selective precharge [6], or bank selection schemes [13], [14] can
be applied to further reduce the power consumption.
Fig. 14. Measured energy dissipation for hierarchical search-lines versus the
number of activated blocks.

C. Pipelined Match-Line for NAND-Based CAM Architecture
In this paper, we describe the pipelined match-line scheme
for a NOR-based CAM architecture in which the cells are connected in parallel (dynamic NOR fashion) to form a match-line.
This scheme is also suitable for dynamic NAND-based CAM
architecture [8] as described below.
In NAND architecture, the CAM cells are connected in
series, similar to the pull-down network in multi-input NAND
gate. The series combination of the cells allows a natural breakdown for pipeline stages, where the overall search latency of a
pipelined match-line is approximately equal to the search latency of a nonpipelined match-line. To illustrate, Fig. 15 shows
an example of a NAND-based architecture in which a 6-bit
match operation is pipelined in three stages of two bits each.
Assuming all stages have the same 2-bit propagation latency,
the overall latency of the pipelined match-line is 6 bits, which
is equal to the latency of the original nonpipelined match-line.
Note that this is not the case in a NOR-based architecture, as
the overall search time is increased by the number of stages
in the pipeline. The advantage of pipelining match-lines in
a NAND CAM is that while it saves power, it preserves the
overall search time.

Fig. 15. A 6-bit word in a NAND-based CAM ML is pipelined in three
stages, for illustration purposes. The overall time latency of the pipelined ML
is expected to be similar to that of the nonpipelined ML.

vectors that activate a subset of local blocks. Fig. 14 compares
the measured versus simulated energy per block as we increase
the number of active blocks from 1 to 8. The measured energy
values are within 5% of the simulated values.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Match-Line Segment Sizes and Local Search-Line Length
We explore means of reducing power consumption by referring to (2). Assuming the design is using a fixed
(0.45 V in this design) and a fixed
(1.8 V), the power
consumption can be minimized by an optimum combination
, and . A small , for example, reduces
of
but at the same time increases . Our simulation results indicate a minimum power consumption is achieved when
is between 8–32. By choosing
, we reduce the area

VII. CONCLUSION
To save power, we have explored adding pipelining to
match-lines and adding hierarchy to search-lines in an otherwise nonpipelined, nonhierarchical CAM. The power savings
of the pipelined match-lines is a result of activating only a small
portion of the ML segments. Similarly, the power savings of the
hierarchical search-lines is a result of activating only a small
portion of the LSLs. Pipelining match-lines saves 56% power
compared to nonpipelined match-lines. Adding hierarchy to
search-lines saves 63% power compared to nonhierarchical
search-lines. The combination of the two techniques reduces
overall power consumption by 60%.
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